
 

Neighbourhood Plan Meeting 
Wednesday 10th May 2017 
 
Present:  Gail Boyle (GB), Lesley Putt (LP), Jacki Berry (JB), Robert Mills (RM),  
Sara Pickford (SP), Margaret Fortune (MF) 
 
 

1. Apologies Rick Dunning (RD), David Heape (DH), Dick Worthington (DW) 
 Sue Hillier (SH) 

2. Minutes of April 
meeting 

Agreed. 
It was noted that GB still needs to find Housing Needs Survey 
 RD needs to contact Richard Guise about the Village Character Assessment 

3. Annual Parish 
Meeting - 18th 
May 2017 

There was a discussion about finalising the presentation to be given by RM. 
GB has purchased Flip chart AO size, stand and pens.  Need to get Post it 
Notes - SP to get 4-5 packs. 
 Questions from NP leaflet to be written on sheet and attendees to put post 
it notes underneath.  Need to take drawing pins/blue tack to put sheets up.  
LP to check with Bob Symons to see what need to attach sheets. 
RM:  introduction explaining the NP committee who are all volunteers and 
that we need the views of the parishioners.  Also explanation of what a NP 
is and how its development can be positive e.g. the school is 
undersubscribed and suffering from falling numbers.  The NP is not just 
about housing.  The responses given on the flip charts to the general 
questions posed will help the committee to scope out more detailed 
questions.   
Presentation will also emphasise that the NP cannot stop development but 
could contain it somewhat. 

3+  GB made two points regarding development in and around the parish. 
 l.  At the moment there is no green belt development scheduled. 
 2. There has been a rise in equestrian development in the area.  A specific 
policy from South Glos Council is required together with a definition of 
small scale equestrian 

4. Leaflet drop Leaflets were handed out for the house to house deliveries.  JB has already 
delivered to her designated area and SH has delivered to Shortwood.  All 
leaflets need to be delivered before the Parish meeting. 

5. Neighbourhood 
Plan 
questionnaire 
working group 

Research June through to July/August and then produce next questionnaire 
for  September with formulated questions and 1/2 meetings in the 
community centre in October. 
LP to contact Karl for possible dates. 
 The Community Plan questionnaire was divided into 5 sections:  Business, 
Environment, Traffic & Transport, Community Spirit, Sustainability. 
 GB  Need to analyse what information already have and have a look at 
what other areas are doing.  Then break into groups of 2/3's to devise 
specific questions.   

6. Engaging the 
Business 
Community 

Trading estate, post office, 4 public houses, 2 clubs, playgroups, cafe, 
bakery, landscaper (Shortwood).  Need a small business focus group.   
It was agreed to ask DH if he could compose a letter which could be sent to 
all businesses in the community to start engagement with them. 
 Time Frame:  June through to Sept/Oct.  Advertise community meetings in 
Pucklechurch News - Sept. edition.  Community Meetings in October. 
 JB said would be happy to contact the trading estate and the doctors 



surgery. 

7. Revel Working 
Group - 
17.06.2017 

JB has pop up gazebo, camping table and 2 chairs and has obtained a pitch.  
Need to get invoice for this for records.  Flip chart to be available?  JB to 
construct a wishing well and will make cards which visitors can write their 
wishes for the parish on and put in the well. 
GB suggested that the group purchased a vinyl banner which could be used 
several times to attract people to engage with the NP.  GB will price up. 
 Everyone who puts a wish in the well will be given a raffle ticket - Prize:  
£25 gift card from  Post Office - LP to get. 
 A rota for staffing the NP stall to be devised at next meeting.  Offers from 
JB, GB, LP, SP and MF. 

8. Moving Forward Use Parish Meeting to recruit volunteers.  Maybe have a presence at the 
School Fete which is held before Spring Bank Holiday on the Thursday 25th 
May 6-8 pm. although maybe not enough time to organise. 
GB to produce a presentation on Green Belt 
GB suggested each meeting should have one 20 minute slot to focus on a 
specific topic, 
 e.g. housing assessment, JSP - where is it at, possible business community. 
Timescales:   
Sept/Oct - get to specific question stage and public meetings to garner more 
specific opinion. 
Spring 2018 - writing policies and getting them to public for consultation 
process. 
 
Go back to route map to put calendar dates down. 
Housing needs and housing desires 
JSP & Core Strategy timetable to see if it meshes with our timetable. 
Call for sites - what already done by local landowners. 

9. A.O.B. 1)  Cash Purchases:  items for Parish Meeting, projector for use of NP, cash 
box. 
2) Invoiced purchases:  Room Hire, Leaflets. 
£2k for village character assessment still available. 

10. Actions for next 
meeting: 
05.06.2017 
7.30 p.m. 

1.  GB to find Housing Survey 
2.  RD to contact Richard Guise for Village Character Assessment 
3.  GB to request production of equestrian policy from SGC?? 
4.  DH to provide letter to business community in parish 
5.  LP to contact KF for October dates for village hall 
6.  GB to investigate cost of vinyl banner for NP 
7.  LP to obtain PO gift card for Revel raffle prize. 
8.  LP to contact PC Chairman re NP at school fete. 
9.  GB to produce presentation on the Green Belt 

 


